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assertive (
✓

) ;

t
- names of classes & methods → exact

- follow the assertions . shown in videos
.

- put assertions on your own
.



Announcement

- Lab0P1 (due: Sep. 17)
- Lab0P2 (due: Sep. 24)
- Lecture W3 (released: Sep. 20)
- Lab1 (released: Sep. 22)
- Written Test (due: Sep. 30 - Oct. 1)



Methods

1. Constructors ( for creating neg objects)

2. Accesses /Getting - inquiring info . on
the context obj.

I c)

c.o
. aa.ge -1

3. Mutations/Setters . - modify att . values
f. setWeight CH9); of the c.o.



public class TestProducts
@ Test- one as:{ should be

public wid test
- p- I c) {

executed as
a

test case .

:

} When running a class

public wid test
-p- 2 c) {

as a Junk Test class
,

only those methods with
i.

a @Test tag will be3
} executed for their assertions.



I am a bit confused as to why creating an accessor called “toString()” works. 
Like how does the compiler know that now, every time we try to print ‘p’ it 
should print what is returned instead. If you could elaborate this a bit more it 
would be great, thanks! 

I’ve been thinking about this question and I'm wondering if perhaps it is similar 
to how constructors work for classes. 

I read that every object has a toString built in method so I'm wondering if I'm 
on the right track. 

default behaviour:_Obj&{¥18 hashtode

return 1¥
.

each class is a child class of

object , inheriting all itsmethods
.

I
. Every class has an implicit tofiring method defined

( it's inherited from object class )
.



V1 : default behaviour of toting v2 : redefined behaviour of testing
class Person { class Person {
int ages int ages

redefined}
→public string towing >{

return age
+
"

years old;
Person jim-new-Pers.nl ) ; 3

System - out.pro/n(-jn)-g Person jim-new-Pers.nl ) ;
t Jim.se/-AgeC23)-sasH:jim.toStrngC)Gfstem-out.pn---n(-jn)-s

↳ towing is not redefined
↳ jim.tofu-v.gl )

Person ⇒ address stored infants printed. ↳ redefined qq.gg .



class Person {
Object

.to?-vugyjT-PersI.E-hei-edl#e--toS-wagc,
tos-aogcj.de/-aed.p.toS-w-mgl)



fostering ){
:
'

'

: assignment.

g.
return ✗age#

Iana
"

expecting some

stray
value



Hello professor. I'm a little bit confused about the functionality of 
‘StringBuilder’ in the toString method. 
What benefit does it have and what can we do with it that we can’t do 
with just creating the String and concatenating it (like the first method 
we typed for toString() in the tutorial). Thank you!

Using StringBuilder is computationally more efficient than using 
concatenation. However, as far as this course is concerned, opting for 
either solution is equally acceptable (as you won’t have to deal with 
large-sized strings).



Implementing an Access#etter Returning string
4%aÉd Use concatenation op. 47 .

njE!f¥É¥ '

Strings --
"Hello

"

+
" World"+ "

There" ;
⇐
- -

use ¥%Éf . String
Bidder class D "Hello"

② Perform :

" Hello
"

+

"World"
if

swing ,IfgÉ"
"d '

⑤Aw
"

+
"There's "Hdbwd

"

3. String .
format C-SEE ! -) intermedia -1

TS result
.

→ Tom C . is complex.
↳ use -4 when the pattern of return value



Does p actually store the address of the product object ‘p’ 
or does it point to the address of the object in memory? 

÷Ref. Abasing
11=1
- same Eye
- ref type



Hello Prof. Jackie. Why do we use p for testing the overloaded constructor? 

Shouldn’t we use p2 or p3, as defined on ProductApp? 

By using p on all test cases, is that not going to interfere with the p defined for 
the default constructor?

The variable p declared within each test method has its scope 
(and thus is only visible) within that method, so there is no interference. 
That is, variable p in test_product_1 is distinct from variable p in 
test_product_2.



class Products
class TestProducts

string models @Test
i. public wid test-1C > {

Product④ reproduce);
public Product){ . -3 -

P2 :

public settled / ( product _⑦④{ftp.tqexea-kg?dutpZ=new-
Products;

each
method' '

p.settlodekp_sgthts.model-E@7.model } f-
all # : ↳ will replace

3 '

p'

r-nsettlodellocal@Testnathpubkcw-d-est_1-jrEaterfa-a.eg,efkµ Product

p.net?dacxI;,%fet).l?dutpZ.=new-Products;
'

p.setld.de/cpD:

}
:



p→
Product

-

.

m
. null

. S . 0

Product
¥7
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